
Hhh2287 ET and Singapore Sling, Some really 
wet place, Griffin 

  

From the Northside of Brisbane they came 

To predictably hash in the rain 

Of shelter there was none 

But we did have some fun 

And the hash mash was certainly not plain 

Well, not much to say really. It was very wet and I think the first time I’ve 
worn a beanie hashing in brisbane (#softcock). Still, I was nice and warm. Five 
runners tonight (B1, Figjam, Cheesey, Overproof and SC) and even the 
cheeselet ran about 4km. Bit of an out and back but when you’re on a 
promontory what else is going to happen. Boxy turned up, but that was hardly 

remarkable. 😊 

  
We gathered round the BBQ hot plates and by the wonders of time, the RA had 
even turned up complete with HHH rulebook, trying to tell us that the RA is 
infallible. A likely story. Still, the comedic duo worked their magic and even 
Boxy joined in with some story or other. Food was amazing, with home made 
sambal, vegetable curry and a beef curry also. 10/10 for food. -20/10 for run. 
  
  
Charges: 

Overproof, Heartstarter, Vampire- As 9 May was the celebration of Russian 
victory over Nazis, and we’re not very happy with Russkis at the moment, 
anyone with a Russian or German name/ ancestry 

Singapore Sling- pretending to have a long wick (on his lamp) 

Ryvita- maintaining perkiness despite gravity and advanced years 

Clacker- RA failing to get the weather right and causing it to rain on the hash 

Yackety- causing something to pop up on Clacker 

Flower- calling B1 and figjam monks- due to their matching Drizabone outfits 

Heartstarter- holy thermals following silverfish feasting 

Chunda-  lookalike for someone 

  
Awards 

Big prick- Overproof to Figjam 

Shut the fuck up shirt- Chunda to ET 



  
Birthdays 

Yackety 

Vampire 
  

This week’s Run- Ryvita, 12 Andracia Street, 
Kallangur 

 


